THANK YOU
FY2019 Partners and Supporters

Circle of Champions
(supporting LM scholarships)

Mimi Hassanein • Marilyn Lynk • David Hill • Valeria Lassiter
Meredith Wellington • Marty Wall • Aileen Klein • Sara Harris
Devang Shah • Sue Stolov Weiss • Thomas Ransom
Jean Sperling & Bill Catherwood • James Thompson
LEADERSHIP PROGRAMS

CORE • Emerging Leaders • Senior Leadership Montgomery • MoCo Insider

55 GRADUATES

EL
Emerging Leaders

33 GRADUATES

SLM
Senior Leadership Montgomery

35 GRADUATES

MoCo Insider

27 PARTICIPANTS embarked on a one-day tour of the White Oak Area

Edison HS of Technology
Junior Achievement Finance Park
Wheaton Library and Rec Center
FDA
VIVA White Oak
United Therapeutics’ Unisphere

FY 2019
LEADERSHIP IN ACTION
Inspiring Leaders to Boldly Improve Montgomery County

RACE EQUITY PROGRAMMING

- **9 REI WORKSHOPS**: ATTENDED BY MORE THAN 350 PARTICIPANTS
- **7 COMMUNITY DEBRIEFS**: ATTENDED BY MORE THAN 125 PARTICIPANTS
- **2 MONROE COUNTY CONVERSATIONS ON RACIAL EQUITY AND SOCIAL JUSTICE**: ATTENDED BY MORE THAN 400 MEMBERS OF THE COMMUNITY

- **3 LM SERVES DAYS**:
  - SUMMER SERVICE DAY
  - HOLIDAY GIVING
  - JUNIOR ACHIEVEMENT-FINANCE PARK
  - BENEFITING MORE THAN 200 FAMILIES AND EDUCATING MORE THAN 25 STUDENTS

- **3 WORKFORCE FOR GOOD SERVICE DAYS ENGAGING MORE THAN 325 EMPLOYEE VOLUNTEERS**

- **5 EVP JUMPSTART COMPANIES WITH MORE THAN 7,500 EMPLOYEES**

- **10 BOARDMATCH MONTGOMERY MATCHES**

- HOSTED WORKPLACE WELLBEING WEBINAR WITH MORE THAN 75 VIEWERS

FY 2019
Inspiring Leaders to Boldly Improve Montgomery County
Connecting Leaders to Service and Networking Opportunities

**LEADERSHIP ENGAGEMENT**

Connecting Leaders to Service and Networking Opportunities

- **2 CEO LUNCHES**
- **4 SIGNATURE EVENTS**
- **10 MEMBER MEALS**

**2,117 EVENT ATTENDEES IN FY2019**

**PLUS**

Educational and “Meet the Lawmakers” Events:

- INNOVATION IN MoCo PANEL EVENT
- MD DELEGATION RECEPTION
- LUNCH WITH THE NEW COUNTY EXECUTIVE
- BREAKFAST WITH THE COUNTY COUNCIL
Thank you to the 596 Members who helped create a legacy of sustainability for Leadership Montgomery through their member dues.

These dues provide general operation support that is applied to innovative programming, need-based scholarships and member events.

Ronald Rubin • Dorothy Fitzgerald • Todd Schenk • Jennifer Hester • Courtney Schaefler • Ann Mitchell • Lena Barnett • Norma Heim • Timothy Wiens • Monica Escalante • Theresa Testoni • Julie Perlstein • Tigest Alemu • Ann Mitchell • Samuel Spirits • Naomi Nim • Bebe Hernandez • Jennifer Hester • Mark Bergel • Ronald Rubin • Dona Deutsch • Samuel Lish • Donna Myers • Christopher Martin

Naomi Abrams • Gary Altman • Vivian Bass • Mayra Bayonet • Kevin Beverly • Shirley Brandman • Clifford Chiet • Cari Cho • Carolina Clavijo • Herman Cohen • Bradley Colton • James Conlon • Siobhan Davenport • Jeff Donohoe • Jeanne Ellinport • Georgette Godwin • Michael Gottlieb • Solomon Graham • Sheldon Grosberg • Avi Halpert • Sara Harris • Mabrouka Hassanein • Robert Hebda • Leigh Henry • David Hill • Patrick Howard • Debbi Jarvis • Monica Jeffries Hazangeles • Shondra Jenkins • Suzan Jenkins • Aaron Kaufman • John Kenney • Lawrence Kotchek • Steven Levin • Nicole Lewis • Debra Liverpool • Marilyn Lynk • Lisa Mandel-Trupp • Kenneth Nelson • Esther Newman • Michael Parsons • Chloe Perez • Sanjay Rai • Holli Rivera • Mary Robinson • Steven Rothenberg • Cyndie Shadow • Steven Snapp • Edward Snyder • Jean Spering • Gerald Therrien • Crystal Townsend • Francine Waters • James Young

Emmanuel Alia • Sonia Beekman • Christina Betancourt Johnson • Michael Bobbitt • Steven Braunstein • Matthew Brown • Lee Burstyn • Susan Castellan • William Catherwood • Holly Christensen • Gerald Cichy • Anne Clinton • Jana Coe • Susanne DeGraba • George Dines • Janell Duncan • Brian Edwards • Christina Farias • Mary Fehlig • Eileen Finn • Kim Fitzgerald • Denise Freddicks • Eric Gates • Robert Giraldi • Sol Glasner • Anglatette Glyph • William Goldberg • Lillian Golden • La Verne Gordon • Kelly Groff • Todd Heavner • Stephanie Helsing • Carson Henry • Tres Hughes • Ginanne Italiano • Brendan Johnson • Kim Jones • Aileen Klein • Kathryn Kolar • William Kominers • Dawn Le • Phyllis Lieberman • Betsy Loyless • Marilyn Lynk • Vikrum Mathur • Gerard McLoughlin • Andrew Milisits • Peter Monge • Rick Moyer • Barbara Mulitz • Richard Parsons • Brian Pettit • Kelly Price • JaLynn Prince • Barbara Ramundo • Jane Redicker • Lisa Reiner • Christina Renshaw • Kamuzu Saunders • Joan Schaffer • Laurel Schepp • Elisabeth Schouten • Monica Scisorek • Jane Shepherd • Stacy Silber • Clarence Snuggs • Phyllis Soo-Hoo • Weymouth Spence • Edward Woods

FY 2019
Helping businesses thrive is important.

M&T is proud to support Leadership Montgomery.

See what we can do for your business at your neighborhood branch or mtb.com today.

Gregory C. Smith
Regional Manager
77 Upper Rock Circle, Suite 800
Rockville, MD 20850
1-240-632-7873  |  gcsmith1@mtb.com

M&T Bank
Understanding what’s important
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